Abstract. Supersymmetric curves are the analogue of Riemann surfaces in super geometry. We establish some foundational results about (Deligne-Mumford) complex superstacks, and we then prove that the moduli superstack of supersymmetric curves is a smooth Deligne-Mumford complex superstack. We then show that the superstack of supersymmetric curves admits a coarse complex superspace, which, in this case, is just an ordinary complex space. In the second part of this paper we discuss the period map. We remark that the period domain is the moduli space of ordinary abelian varieties endowed with a symmetric theta divisor, and we then show that the differential of the period map is surjective. In other words, we prove that any first order deformation of a classical Jacobian is the Jacobian of a supersymmetric curve.
Introduction
Supergeometry is one of the first example of non-commutative geometry. In this field, one considers spaces of some type (differentiable, complex, algebraic, etc...) with both commuting and anti-commuting coordinates. Supersymmetric (or susy for simplicity) curves are the generalization in this setting of Riemann surfaces. The main motivations for studying susy curves and their moduli superspaces come from supersymmetric string theory, where they play a central role.
In the first part of this paper, after some foundational material about complex superstacks, we construct the moduli complex superstack of susy curves and we show that it admits a coarse superspace, which turns out to be an ordinary complex space. In the second part of the paper, we give an algebraic description of the period map, and we prove that the differential of the period map (whenever defined) is surjective.
Our motivation is twofold. First, we hope to help the development of supersymmetric string theory. Secondly, we would like to point out a strong connection between susy curves and classical moduli spaces, aiming to give a new insight into these objects. Let us briefly go trough the results and the organization of this paper.
In Section 2, we provide a self contained introduction to complex supergeometry. We want to establish the basic definitions and notation in a way that it is convenient for superstacks. The main novelty is the description of the canonical involution Γ of a (complex) superspace X, and the corresponding quotient X/Γ by Γ, which we call the bosonic quotient. The bosonic quotient functor is left adjoint to the natural inclusion i of (complex) spaces into (complex) superspaces; while its right adjoint is the more familiar bosonic truncation X → X bos . Moreover, we introduce smooth andétale morphisms and we investigate their behaviors with respect to the above three functors (natural inclusion, bosonic truncation and bosonic quotient), see Propositions 2.2 and 2.3.
Taking a rather algebraic point of view, our main references are [Man97, Chap. 4] and [Vai88] . Other references about supergeometry are [DM99] , [CCF11] , [Wit12] , [LPW90] and the first section of [DW15] .
Section 3 is devoted to introduce complex (resp. Deligne-Mumford complex) superstacks and to prove some foundational results about them.
In subsection 3.1, we introduce the 2-category FIB S of categories fibered in groupoids (=CFG) over the category S of complex superspaces and the 2-category FIB Sev of CFG over the category S ev of complex spaces. The 2-Yoneda lemma provides a fully faithful embedding of S into FIB S and of S ev into FIB Sev . We define a pair of adjoint 2-functors i : FIB Sev → FIB and (−) bos : FIB S → FIB Sev , which extend the functors i : S ev → S and (−) bos : S → S ev .
In subsection 3.2, we introduce superstacks (resp. stacks) as a CFG over S (resp. S ev ) that satisfy descent theory with respect to theétale topology. We prove that the 2-functors i and (−) bos restrict to the 2-subcategories of stacks and superstacks (see Lemma 3.4), and that the CFG over S associated to a complex superspace is a superstack and similarly for complex spaces (see Lemma 3.5).
In subsection 3.3, we introduce the 2-category sST (resp. sST DM ) of complex (resp. DeligneMumford=(DM) complex) superstacks as superstacks having a separated and representable diagonal and possessing a smooth (resp.étale) atlas, and similarly the 2-category ST (resp. ST DM ) of complex (resp. DM complex) stacks. It is then clear that the CFG over S associated to a complex superspace is a DM complex superstack, and similarly for complex spaces. In Proposition 3.9, we prove that the two 2-functors i and (−) bos restrict to 2-functors between the 2-subcategories ST (et) and sST (et) . In subsection 3.4, we introduce the 2-category sGR (resp. sGR et ) of complex (resp.étale complex) supergroupoids X 1 ⇒ X 0 , and similarly the 2-category GR (resp. GR et ) of complex (resp.étale complex) groupoids. The relation between (resp.étale) complex (super)groupoids and (resp. DM) complex (super)groupoids comes from the existence of the essentially surjective realization 2-functors:
, and
In Proposition 3.12, we define the natural inclusion i : GR (et) → sGR (et) and the bosonic truncation (−) bos : sGR (et) → GR (et) and we prove that they commute with the realization functors F and F ev . Furthermore, adapting the results of [Moe88] and [Pro96] to our setup, we deduce that the restrictions of the realization 2-functors F and F ev frométale complex (super) ev ]) is the localization of sGR et (resp. GR et ) with respect to the collection W (resp. W ev ) of weak equivalences ofétale complex (super)groupoids. Finally, in Theorem 3.13, we define the bosonic quotient 2-functor −/Γ : sGR et → GR et and we prove that it descend to the localization with respect to weak equivalences ofétale complex (super)groupoids, so that we get an induced pseudofunctor −/Γ : sST DM → ST DM which is left adjoint to the natural inclusion functor i.
We can summarize all the results proved in Section 3 into the following Theorem A (Proposition 3.9, Proposition 3.12 and Theorem 3.13 ). We are not able to define the bosonic quotient 2-functor (or pseudofunctor) from (general) complex superstacks to (general) complex stack. There are several reasons which prevented us in defining such a functor. First of all, we do not know how to extend the bosonic quotient functor /Γ : S → S ev to CFG's, the reason being that /Γ does not admit a left adjoint functor (since it does not preserve fibre products), see Remark 3.2. If we, instead, try to define the bosonic truncation using atlas (and therefore passing through complex supergroupoids), we are stacked with two further problems. First of all, we do not know if the bicategory of complex (super)stacks is the localization of the bicategory of complex (super)groupoids with respect to weak equivalences since the arguments of [Moe88] and [Pro96] seem only to work forétale (super)groupoids and DM (super)stacks. And secondly, the bosonic quotient of a complex supergroupoids does not seem to be a complex groupoids (and not even a groupoid at all!) due to the fact that the bosonic quotient does not preserve fiber products and smoothness (see Remark 2.5). We think that these problems deserve further investigation.
Note that our results can easily be extended from (DM) complex superstacks to (DM) algebraic superstacks. We have chosen to work in the category of complex superspaces/superstacks since the construction of the superstack of susy curves (see the discussion that follows) is easier in the complex category (due to the existence of Kuranishi families). For an introduction to algebraic superstack, see also [AG13] .
In Section 4, we introduce the notion of a susy curve over a base complex superspace, and we prove all the results which are needed for the construction of the moduli space: the equivalence of susy curves over an ordinary complex space with spin curves (see subsection 4.2), the representability of the isomorphism functor between two susy curves over the same base (see subsection 4.3), the construction of the Kuranishi families for a susy curve over a point (see subsection 4.4). References about supersymmetric curves are [Man91] , [BR99] and [Wit13] ; other sources are [Cod] , [LR88] , [RR15] , [TR91] , [FK14] , [FK] and [Kwo14] . We only consider for simplicity susy curves of genus g ≥ 2; susy curves of genus 0 and 1 are studied in [FR88] , [Man91, Sections 2.7-8], [Rab95] . Other topics on susy curves that we do not discuss are: punctures of Neveu-Schwarz and Ramond type (see [Wit13] ) and theta functions (see [Tsu94] ).
In Section 5, we introduce and study the moduli superstack M g of susy curves of genus at least 2. We summarize the main results that we get into the following Theorem B (= Theorem 5.3 and Corollary 5.5). Let g ≥ 2.
(1) M g is a smooth and separated DM complex superstack of dimension 3g − 3|2g − 2 whose bosonic truncation (M g ) bos is the complex stack S g of spin curves of genus g. Moreover, M g has two connected components, denoted by M (2) There exists a coarse moduli superspace M g for M g , which is indeed an ordinary complex space and it is also the coarse moduli space for the bosonic quotient M g /Γ. The complex space M g is non-reduced; its underlying reduced complex space (M g ) red is isomorphic to the coarse moduli space S g of spin curves of genus g. In particular, M g is separated, and it has two connected components whose underlying reduced spaces are the coarse moduli spaces S + g and S − g of, respectively, even and odd spin curves of genus g. We prove part (1) of the above theorem (which is a folklore result among the experts) by gluing together (a finite number of) Kuranishi families of susy curves, miming the construction of the moduli stack of Riemann surfaces given by Arbarello-Cornalba in [AC09] (see also [ACG11, Chap. XII.4]). Regarding the existence of a coarse moduli space as in (2), note that, in contrast with the classical case, it is not clear to us if every separated DM complex superstack has a coarse complex superspace. We establish part (2) of the above theorem by showing that any map from M g onto a complex superspace has to factor through the bosonic quotient M g /Γ (see Proposition 5.4), a property which uses in a crucial way the existence of the canonical automorphism on every susy curve.
The above theorem leaves open some natural questions. For example, it would be interesting to know whether M g is quasi-projective and if it can be interpreted as a coarse moduli space for some classical objects (e.g. spin curves endowed with some extra structure). Also it would be very interesting to investigate whether M g and M g could be constructed as quotients of Hilbert superschemes of pluri-canonically embedded susy curves, as in the classical case (see [Cod, Section 3] for a discussion of this approach). This could also lead to the construction of M g and M g as algebraic superstacks/superspaces: our choice of working with complex superstacks/superspaces is due to the fact that Kuranishi families are easier to construct in complex supergeometry, and the Hilbert superscheme approach could bypass this problem (see [ACG11, Chap. XII.5] for a construction of the algebraic stack of curves using Hilbert schemes of pluri-canonically embedded curves). And finally, it would be interesting to write down the details of the compactification of M g via stable susy curves proposed by P. Deligne in a letter to Y. Manin back in 1987 (recently this letter has been posted on Deligne's webpage [Del] ), see also [BS87] and [Coh88] .
There are in the literature other approaches to the construction of the moduli superspace/superstack of susy curves, which we now briefly review. First of all, fine moduli superspaces of susy curves with level n-structures (for n ≥ 3) have been constructed as complex "canonical superorbifolds" by LeBrun and Rothstein in [LR88] and as complex algebraic superspaces by Domínguez-Perez, Hernández-Ruipérez and Sancho de Salas in [DPHRSS97] . The advantage of our approach using complex superstacks is that we can work with moduli of susy curves without any level n-structure.
A completely different approach to the moduli of susy curves consists in using the uniformization theorem for susy curves and the super Teichmüller theory, see [Rab87] , [CR88] , [BB88] , [Bry89] , [Hod87] , [Hod88] , [Hod89] , [Hod95] , [UY89] , [UY90] , [UY92] , [BH93] . Recently, Donagi and Witten have studied in [DW13] and [DW15] the global geometry of the moduli superstack of susy curves (assuming for granted its existence) by showing that it is not projected (hence in particular not split) for genera g ≥ 5, i.e. the natural inclusion of (M g ) bos in M g does not admit a section; a problem which was originally investigated (with some partial results) by Falqui and Reina in [Fal90] , [FR90a] , [FR90b] .
In section 6, we study periods of susy curves. We introduce the period map as a rational morphism
N g where N g is the classical moduli stack of g dimensional abelian varieties endowed with a symmetric theta divisor. The map P is defined on the open subset of split susy curves
N g is the map that sends a spin curve (C, L, φ) into the the Jacobian J(C) of C endowed with the symmetric theta divisor associated to the spin structure. Note that P bos is defined on the entire moduli stack S g .
The period map P factors through the quotient M + g /Γ and it gives rise to a rational map
In section 6, we focus on the infinitesimal period map, i.e. the differential d(P/Γ) of the period map P/Γ. Our results are summarized into the following Theorem C (= Theorem 6.6 and Theorem 6.8).
defined by the multiplication with the Szegő kernel S L associated to L.
Part (1) of the above Theorem follows from an analytic formula (that we review in subsection 6.2) for the period map which was first discovered by D'Hoker and Phong in [DP89] and then improved and expanded by Witten in [Wit13, Section 8.3]. We prove part (1) in subsection 6.3, after a description of the tangent spaces
and T P (C L ) N g , and a review of the construction of the Szegő kernel S L associated to theta characteristic L following the algebraic approach of BenZvi and Biswas in [BZB03] . Our description of the infinitesimal period map as being induced by a morphism of sheaves on C × C is influenced by a paper of Bruno and Sernesi [BS] . Part (2) of the above Theorem says, in a more fancy language, that any first order deformation of a generic classical Jacobian is the Jacobian of a susy curve. This is in contrast with the classical case: if the genus is at least 4, the generic first order deformation of a classical Jacobian is not a Jacobian anymore. Let us also point out that, in contrast to the classical case, the infinitesimal period map for susy curves cannot be injective for dimensional reasons.
Periods could also be defined for susy curves with Ramond punctures, cf. [Witt15] ; in this more general case, which we do not discuss, the period domain is no longer an ordinary space, but a super analogue of the Siegel upper half space. A reference about the super Siegel upper half space is [CFV] .
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Complex superspaces
The aim of this section is to recall the definition and the basic properties of complex superspaces, and prove a few facts needed for the theory of super stacks. A superspace is a locally superringed space (X, O X ), i.e. X is a topological space (called the underlying topological space) and O X = O X,0 ⊕ O X,1 is a sheaf of supercommutative C-superalgebras (called the structure sheaf) such that the stalk O X,x at any point x ∈ X is a local super ring, i.e. it has a unique maximal homogenous ideal m x . When no confusion seems to arise, we will denote the superspace (X, O X ) simply by X.
A morphism of superspaces from (X, O X ) to (Y, O Y ) is a pair (f, f ) consisting of a continuous map f : X → Y and a map f : O Y → f * O X of sheaves of C-superalgebras (thus preserving the parity) such that for any point x ∈ X the induced homomorphism
When no confusion seems to arise, we will denote such a morphism simply by f .
Coordinates at a point x of superspace X are homogeneous elements of m x \ m 2 x which generate the ideal m x . Given a morphism f : X → Y , vertical or relative coordinates at a point x in X are homogeneous elements of m x \ m 2 x whose image generate m x /f x (m f (x) ). An (ordinary) space, i.e. a locally ringed space (M, O M ) where M is a topological space and O M is a sheaf of commutative C-algebras such that O M,x is a local ring for every x ∈ M , is in a natural way a superspace by regarding O M as a sheaf of supercommutative C-superalgebras concentrated in degree 0. In this way, we get a fully faithful embedding i of the category of spaces into the category of superspaces whose essential image consists of all the superspaces X such that O X,1 = 0 (such superspace will be called even or bosonic). We are going to show that the inclusion i has a left and a right adjoint; in particular, this implies that i respects the fibers products (which are defined via the usual tensor product of sheaves in each of the two categories).
Given a superspace X, we will denote by n X the ideal sheaf in O X generated by the elements of odd degree, i.e.
To any superspace X, we can associate the bosonic superspace (i.e. the space) X bos = (X, O X /n X ), which is called the bosonic truncation of X. There is a natural closed embedding of X bos → X which is an identity on the underlying topological spaces and it is the quotient map O X O X /n X on the sheaf of functions. The functor X → X bos is a right adjoint of the inclusion i. In particular, the inclusion X bos → X is universal with respect to morphism from spaces into X. Moreover, the bosonic truncation respects fibre products since it has a left adjoint; in symbols, we have that (X × Y Z) bos = X bos × Y bos Z bos . More generally, for any n ≥ 1, we can consider the closed superspace X (n) := (X, O X /n n X ), which is called the n-th infinitesimal neighborhood of X bos in X.
Any superspace X admits a canonical automorphism Γ X (or simply Γ when no confusion arises) which is the identity on the topological space X and on the even degree part O X,0 of the structure sheaf O X , while it acts as −1 on the odd degree part O X,1 of the structure sheaf O X . Remark that any morphism f : X → Y is Γ-equivariant, i.e. Γ Y • f = f • Γ X . Given a superspace X = (X, O X ), the quotient X/Γ (which we call the bosonic quotient) by the canonical automorphism is the superspace (X, O X is a sheaf of supercommutative C-superalgebras concentrated in degree 0, so that X/Γ is a bosonic superspace (i.e. a space). Note that there is a natural surjective map X X/Γ which is the identity on the underlying topological spaces and it is the inclusion O Γ X → O X at the level of structure sheaves. The functor X → X/Γ is a left adjoint of the inclusion i. In particular, the morphism X X/Γ is universal with respect to morphisms from X into spaces.
Note that the composition
is a morphism of spaces such that (X bos ) red = (X/Γ) red , where for a space Z we denote by Z red the space whose underlying topological space is the same as the one of Z and whose structure sheaf O Z red is obtained from O Z by quotienting out the nilpotent elements. We will (most of the times) be working with complex superspaces, which are superspaces locally modeled on closed subspaces of complex superdomains, as we are now going to define. For any p, q, ≥ 0, the superspace
where O C p is the sheaf of holomorphic functions on C p , V is a q dimensional complex vector space, and we give degree zero to the element of O C p and degree one to the element of V . Remark that (C p|q ) bos = C p . A complex superdomain is a superspace which is isomorphic to an open subset of C p|q , with the induced structure sheaf. Given a homogenous ideal sheaf I on a complex superdomain U ⊂ C p|q , the closed subspace of U defined by I is the superspace whose underlying topological space is the closed subspace of U defined by the ideal sheaf (I + n U )/n U of O U /n U and whose structure sheaf is the restriction of the sheaf O U . A superspace is called affine if it is isomorphic to a closed subspace of C p|q ; it is called quasi-affine if it is isomorphic to a closed subspace of a complex superdomain.
A complex superspace is a superspace which is locally isomorphic to a quasi-affine superspace. More intrinsically, a superspace (X, O X ) is a complex superspace if and only if (X, O X,0 ) is complex space and O X,1 is a coherent O X,0 -module (see [Vai88, Prop. 1.1.3]). Note that bosonic complex superspaces are (ordinary) complex spaces and the bosonic truncation and quotient of a complex superspace is a complex space. Moreover, the infinitesimal neighborhoods of a complex superspace are again complex superspaces and X (n) = X for n 0. A complex superspace is smooth, or equivalently it is a complex supermanifold, if
• the sheaf n X /n 2 X is a locally free sheaf of O X /n X -modules;
• O X is locally isomorphic to the Z/2Z-graded exterior algebra Λ
• (n X /n 2 X ) over n X /n 2 X . A complex supermanifold is said to be of dimension p|q (for some integers p, q ≥ 0) if dim X bos = p and rk(n X /n 2 X ) = q. Note that a connected supermanifold has always dimension p|q, for some (uniquely determined) p, q ≥ 0, and that a complex supermanifold has dimension p|q if each of its connected components has dimension p|q. Equivalently, a complex superspace is smooth of dimension p|q if and only if it is locally isomorphic to C p|q . Observe that bosonic complex supermanifolds (i.e. complex supermanifolds of dimension p|0) are (ordinary) complex manifolds, and that the bosonic truncation of a p|q dimensional complex supermanifold is a p dimensional complex manifold. On the other hand, the bosonic quotient X/Γ of a complex supermanifold X is a complex space whose reduced structure (X/Γ) red is isomorphic to X bos . However, X/Γ is rarely a complex manifold (or equivalently is reduced): for example, if X is a complex supermanifold of dimension p|q then X/Γ is a complex manifold if and only if q ≤ 1.
Given integers p, q ≥ 0, we have the free sheaf O It is possible to construct a complex superspace out of a complex space M and a locally free sheaf E: the topological space is M , and the structure sheaf is the Z/2Z-graded exterior algebra
• E. We denote this complex supermanifold by
this section is called the canonical splitting of M E . A complex superspace X is called split 1 if it is isomorphic to M E , for some complex space M and some locally free sheaf E on M (and then necessarily we must have that M = X bos and E = n X /n 2 X ). Note that a necessary condition for a complex superspace X to be split is that n X /n 2 X is a locally free sheaf on X bos , which is a rather strong property. By definition, a complex supermanifold is locally split but, in general, not split (see e.g. [Man97, Chap. IV.10]). Any complex superspace such that n X /n 2 X is a line bundle on X bos (for example, any n|1 dimensional complex supermanifold) is split: the proof of [Man97, Chap. IV.8] for n|1 supermanifolds works verbatim for the more general case.
The tangent bundle T X of complex superspace X is the sheaf of derivation of O X . It is a coherent sheaf and it is locally free if X is smooth. For a split complex supermanifold M E , we have that the (T M E ) bos = T M |E ∨ . Let us now recall the following properties of a morphism f : X → B of complex superspaces. We say that:
• f is proper (resp. separated, resp. finite, resp. surjective) if the underlying map of topological spaces is proper (resp. separated, resp. finite, resp. surjective).
• f isétale if, for any x ∈ X, the homomorphism of local superrings
• f is smooth if, for any x ∈ X, there exist a open neighborhood U of x and a open neighborhood V of f (x) such that f (U ) ⊆ V and f |U : U → V is the composition of anétale map from U to V × C p|q , for some p and q, and the projection to V .
Anétale morphism is smooth: it is enough to take p = q = 0 in the definition of smooth morphism. Let us stress that if f is a smooth morphism, then for any point b ∈ B the fibre f −1 (b) is smooth. The following Remark is straightforward and it is recorded here for future reference.
Remark 2.1. If f : X → S is a morphism of complex spaces which satisfies one of the above properties, then if we interpret f as a morphism of complex superspaces (via the natural inclusion i) then it satisfies the corresponding property.
The following Proposition is an important direct consequence of the definition ofétale morphism.
1 this is called decomposable in [Man97, Chap. 4 .4] and it is stronger than being split in the sense of [Vai88, 1.1.1], which in particular does not imply that n X /n 2 X is locally free.
Proposition 2.2. If f : X → B is anétale morphism of complex superspaces, then we have that (i) f bos : X bos → B bos is anétale morphism of complex spaces; (ii) f /Γ : X/Γ → B/Γ is anétale morphism of complex spaces.
Proof. By assumption, for any point x ∈ X, the homomorphism of local superrings f x : O B,f (x) → O X,x is an isomorphism. This implies that f x (m f (x) ) = m x and hence that the induced local homomorphism
is an isomorphism, i.e. that f bos isètale. Moreover, since f x is equivariant with respect to the action of the canonical automorphism Γ, by taking invariants we get that the induced local homomorphism
We can generalize property (i) of the previous Proposition to smooth morphisms.
Proposition 2.3. If f : X → B is a smooth morphism of complex superspaces, then f bos : X bos → B bos is a smooth morphism of complex spaces.
Proof. By hypothesis, f is locally the composition of anétale map g : U → V × C p|q and the projection to V . Since the bosonic truncation preserves both etalness (by Proposition 2.2(i)) and fibre products, we deduce that f bos is locally the composition of theétale map g bos : U bos → (V × C p|q ) bos = V bos × C p and the projection to V bos ; hence f bos is smooth.
The following lemma will be a key ingredient in the study of stacks for theétale topology.
Lemma 2.4. Let f : X → S and g : Y → S be two morphisms of complex superspaces. There exists a natural morphism π :
, which is an isomorphism at the level of topological spaces; furthermore, if f isétale then π is an isomorphism.
Proof. From the quotient maps X → X/Γ, S → S/Γ and Y → Y /Γ, we get a morphism ρ :
The codomain is an ordinary complex space, so this morphism has to factor via a morphism π : (X × S Y )/Γ → X/Γ × S/Γ Y /Γ, whose existence was claimed in the statement. To show that π is an isomorphism at the level of topological spaces, it is enough to prove that the same property for the morphism of ordinary complex spaces
This follows from the fact that the bosonic truncation and the bosonic quotient of a complex superspace have the same underlying topological space, together with the fact that the topological space underlying the fibre product of two complex spaces is the fibre product of their underlying topological spaces (see for example [GK90, III.1.6]).
We now focus on the last part of the lemma. Consider the induced morphism of structure sheaves
, where, with a slight abuse of notation, we identify O X with its pull-back to X × S Y and similarly for O Y and O S . For any point x ∈ X and y ∈ Y such that f (x) = g(y) = z ∈ S, consider the induced morphism of local superrings
is an isomorphism. This implies that the morphism π is an isomorphism, and hence that π is an isomorphism as required.
Remark 2.5. The bosonic quotient does not preserve in general neither fibre products nor smoothness: the space (
, where the fibre product is taken over Spec(C); a projection π from C 0|3 to C 0|2 is smooth, but π/Γ is not smooth.
Superstacks
In this section we introduce complex superstacks and we discuss their relationship with complex (ordinary) stacks. For the classical theory of (ordinary) stacks, see [Vis05] or [ACG11, Chap. XII] and the references therein.
3.1. Categories fibered in groupoids. Let S be the category of complex superspaces.
Definition 3.1. A category fibered in groupoids (or CFG for short) over S is a pair M = (C, p) = (C M , p M ) consisting of a category C M = C together with a functor (called the fibration functor)
satisfying the following two axioms:
(1) Given a morphism f : T → S in S and an object η in C such that p(η) = S, there exists an object ξ in C (called a pull-back of η along f ) and a morphism φ :
CFG's over S form a 2-category, denoted by FIB S , in which 1-morphisms are functors commuting with the fibration and 2-morphisms between morphisms F, G : M → M are natural transformation of functors t :
The 2-category FIB S admits fibre products (see [Stacks, Tag 0041]): given two morphisms f i : M i → N of CFG's over S, the fibre product of M 1 × N M 2 is the CFG over S which is defined as it follows. The objects of the underlying category are quadruples (S, η 1 , η 2 , φ) with S ∈ S, η i ∈ C Mi (S) and φ :
are the obvious forgetful morphisms and there is a natural transformation of functors Ψ :
The 2-category FIB S admits a final object, which is given by S = (S, id S ). The fibre product of two CFG's M 1 and M 2 , denoted by M 1 × M 2 , is the fibre product of the two morphisms M 1 → S and M 2 → S.
Given a CFG M over S and an object S ∈ S, the fiber of M over S is the subcategory M(S) of C M whose objects are the objects η of C M such that p(η) = S, and the morphisms are the morphisms φ in C such that p M (φ) = id S . It follows from axiom (2) that M(S) is a groupoid, i.e. a category in which every morphism is invertible. Given a morphism f : T → S in S and an object η ∈ M(S), we choose a pull-back of η along f as in (1) which we denote by f * (η); the collection of all such choices is called a cleavage of M and we implicitly assume that all our CFG are endowed with a cleavage. Note that pull-backs are unique up to a unique isomorphisms by axiom (2) so that most of the constructions that we are going to perform turns out to be independent of the choice of a cleavage. After the choice of a cleavage has been made, axiom (2) guarantees that the association η ∈ M(S) → f * (η) ∈ M(T ) is a functor, called a pull-back functor (it depends on the choice of a cleavage). Note however, that given two morphisms
* (for any choice of cleavage). In other words, the association S → M(S) is in general not a functor. However the association S → M(S) is a pseudofunctor from the category S to the 2-category of groupoids, and this pseudofunctor recovers the original CFG together with the chosen cleavage (see [Vis05, Sec. 3 .1] for a discussion of this equivalence).
We can associate to any complex superspace X a CFG X = (C X , p X ) over S as follows. The objects of C X are morphisms (f : S → X) in S and the morphisms between (f : S → X) and (f : S → X) are the morphisms g : S → S in S such that f = f • g. The fibration functor p X sends (f : S → X) onto S. Note that the fiber of X over S is the set of morphisms Hom(S, X) (regarded as a trivial groupoid in which the only arrows are the identities) and a pull-back functor along f : S → T is the map f * = − • f : Hom(T, X) → Hom(S, X) obtained by precomposing with f (note that this defines a canonical cleavage on X). Given any X ∈ S and any M ∈ FIB S , there is an equivalence of categories (called the 2-Yoneda lemma, see [Vis05, Sec. 3.6])
whose inverse is obtained by sending η ∈ M(X) into the morphism µ η which sends an object (f :
In particular, when M = Y we get an equivalence of categories
In other words, the association X → X defines a fully faithful embedding of S into FIB S . In a similar way, we can define the 2-category FIB Sev of categories fibered in groupoids over the category S ev of even complex superspaces (i.e ordinary complex spaces) and the fully faithful embedding of S ev into FIB Sev .
The 2-categories FIB S and FIB Sev are related by a pair of adjoint 2-functors that are constructed starting from the bosonic quotient /Γ : S → S ev and the natural inclusion i : S ev → S via fibre product of categories (see [Stacks, Tag 0040] ). More precisely, the first 2-functor (called the natural inclusion) is given by
where the tensor product of categories is done with respect to the fibration functor p N : C N → S ev and the bosonic quotient /Γ : S → S ev , and p 2 is the projection onto the second factor. Explicitly, the objects of i(N ) are triples (S, η, f ) where S ∈ S, η ∈ C N and f is an isomorphism in S ev between S/Γ and p N (η); the morphisms are the natural ones. In particular, the fiber of i(N ) over S ∈ S is equal to i(N )(S) = N (S/Γ). From the fact that the bosonic quotient /Γ : S → S ev is left adjoint to the natural inclusion i : S ev → S, it follows easily that the morphism i of (3) extends the natural inclusion i : S ev → S, or in other words that i(Y ) = i(Y ) for any complex space Y ∈ S ev . The second 2-functor (called the bosonic truncation) is given by
where the tensor product of categories is done with respect to the fibration functor p M : C M → S and the natural inclusion i : S ev → S, and p 2 is the projection onto the second factor. Explicitly, the objects of M bos are triples (S, η, f ) where S ∈ S ev , η ∈ C M and f is an isomorphism in S between i(S) and p M (η); the morphisms are the natural ones. In particular, the fiber of M bos over S ∈ S ev is equal to M bos (S) = M(i(S)). From the fact that the natural inclusion i : S ev → S is left adjoint of the bosonic truncation (−) bos : S → S ev , it follows easily that the morphism (−) bos of (4) extends the bosonic truncation (−) bos : S → S ev , or in other words that (X) bos = X bos for any complex superspace X ∈ S. The 2-functors i and (−) bos satisfy the following properties: (i) The natural inclusion i exhibits FIB Sev as the full sub-2-category of FIB S consisting of all the elements M ∈ FIB S such that M(S) = M(i(S/Γ)) for any S ∈ S. (ii) Given M ∈ FIB S , the bosonic truncation M bos can be identified with the full subcategory of M consisting of all objects η ∈ C M such that p M (η) ∈ S ev , endowed with the restriction of the fibration functor p M . (iii) The natural inclusion i is left adjoint of the bosonic truncation (−) bos . In particular, for any M ∈ FIB S there is a morphism i(M bos ) → M of CFG over S which is universal with respect to morphisms from CFG over S ev (regarded as CFG over S via the natural inclusion) into M.
Remark 3.2. We do not know how to extend the bosonic quotient functor /Γ : S → S ev to CFG's. The reason is that /Γ does not preserve fibre products (see Remark 2.5), so it does not admit a left adjoint functor. However, in Theorem 3.13 we will extend the bosonic quotient functor from DM complex superstacks to DM complex stacks, using atlases.
3.2. Superstacks. In order to define superstacks (which is the aim of this subsection), we will need to recall the descent theory for CFG's over S (or over S ev ) with respect to theétale topology, i.e. the Grothendieck topology on S whose coverings areétale surjective morphisms of complex superspaces. Let M be a CFG over S and let ξ ∈ M(T ). Let p : T → S be anétale morphism of complex superspaces, and denote by p i (with i = 1, 2) the projections from T × S T onto the i-th factor, by p ij (with 1 ≤ i < j ≤ 3) the projections from T × S T × S T onto the (i, j)-factor, and by q i (with i = 1, 2, 3) the projections from T × S T × S T onto the i-th factor. A descent datum for ξ along thé etale morphism p : T → S is an isomorphism
Definition 3.3 (Superstack). A stack in groupoids over S for theétale topology (or simply a superstack) is a category fibered in groupoids M over S that satisfies the following two conditions (1) Every descent datum (for theétale topology) is effective.
(2) For any S ∈ S, and any pair of objects η and η in M(S), the contravariant functor (called the isomorphism functor between η and η )
Isom S (η, η ) : Hom(−, S) → Sets that associate to every f : T → S the set of isomorphisms in M(T ) between f * (η) and f * (η ) is a sheaf in theétale topology, i.e. for every surjectiveétale morphism π : X → Y of complex superspaces over S the diagram
is exact, where m := Isom S (η, η )(π) and m i := Isom S (η, η )(π i ) with π i : X × Y X → X is the projection onto the i-th factor.
The 2-category of superstacks is the full sub 2-category of FIB S whose objects are superstacks (while 1-morphisms and 2-morphisms are the same as the ones of FIB S ). The 2-category of superstacks admits fibre products since it is easily checked that the fibre product of two morphisms of superstacks (seen as CFG's over S) is a superstack.
In a similar way, one can define stacks in groupoids over S ev with respect to theétale topology, which we call (even or bosonic) stacks. They form a full sub-2-category of FIB Sev which is closed under taking fibre products. Proof. Part (i): let N be a stack and let us prove that i(N ) ∈ FIB S is a superstack by checking that conditions (1) and (2) of Definition 3.3 are satisfied.
Consider first a descent datum for ξ ∈ i(N )(T ) with respect to theétale morphism p : T → S of complex superspaces. By applying Lemma 2.4, this induces a descent datum for ξ ∈ N (T /Γ) = i(N )(T ) with respect to the morphism p/Γ : T /Γ → S/Γ of complex spaces, which isétale by Proposition 2.2(ii). Since N is a stack, this descent datum is effective, i.e. there exists η ∈ N (S/Γ) and an isomorphism ψ : (p/Γ) * η → ξ in N (T /Γ) inducing the descent datum for ξ with respect to p/Γ. But then, if we interpret η as an element of i(N )(S) = N (S/Γ) and ψ as an isomorphism between p * η and η in i(N )(T ), η and ψ induce the descent datum for η with respect to p : T → S, and thus condition (1) is satisfied.
Consider next the isomorphism functor Isom S (η, η ) between two objects η and η in i(N )(S). By the definition of i(N ), the functor Isom S (η, η ) is given by the composition of −/Γ : Hom S (−, S) → Hom Sev (−/Γ, S/Γ) with the isomorphism functor Isom S/Γ (η, η ) between the same objects η and η considered as objects of N (S/Γ) = i(N )(S). Using that −/Γ preservesétale morphisms by Proposition 2.2(ii) and fibre products by Lemma 2.4, and that Isom S/Γ (η, η ) is a sheaf for theétale topology on S ev since N is a stack, we deduce that Isom S (η, η ) is a sheaf for theétale topology on S, and thus condition (2) is satisfied.
The proof of part (ii) is similar using that for any M ∈ FIB S the fibers of its bosonic truncation (M) bos are equal to (M) bos (S) = M(i(S)) and that the natural inclusion functor i : S ev → S preserves fiber products and it sendsétale morphism of complex spaces intoétale morphisms of complex superspaces (see Remark 2.1).
An important and commonly used criterion to check that condition (2) is satisfied for a CFG over S, is to show that Isom(η, η ) is representable, i.e. it is the functor of points Hom(−, X) of a complex superspace X over S, and then using the following:
Lemma 3.5. Let X be a complex superspace.
(i) The functor of points of X h X := Hom(−, X) : S −→ Sets
is a sheaf for theétale topology. (ii) The CFG X associated to X is a superstack.
Proof. The proof of part (i) proceeds along the same lines of the proof for ordinary complex spaces (see e.g. [ACG11, Chap. XII, Thm. 7.4] or [Vis05, Thm. 2.55]) and it boils down to the following result of supercommutative algebra: if f : S → T is a surjective flat (e.g.étale) morphism of affine complex superspaces then the sequence of supercommutative C-superalgebras
is exact, where e 1 (a) = a ⊗ 1 and e 2 (a) = 1 ⊗ a.
Part (ii) follows from the fact that X is the CFG associated to the functor of points h X as in [Vis05, Prop. 3 .26] and the fact that h X is a sheaf for theétale topology (see [Vis05, Prop. 4 
.9]).
In particular, the above Lemma together with the 2-Yoneda lemma says that the functor X → X is a fully faithful embedding of S into the 2-category of superstacks. In what follows, we will say that a superstack is a complex superspace if it lies on the essential image of this embedding, i.e. if it is isomorphic to X for some complex superspace. The above Lemma holds true also for the category S ev , so that we get an embedding of the category of complex spaces into the 2-category of stacks.
3.3. Complex superstacks. In order to introduce complex superstacks (which is the aim of this subsection), we need to be able to extend the notions of separated/proper/smooth/étale from morphisms between complex superspace to certain morphism of superstacks defined as it follows.
A morphism f : M → N between superstacks is called representable if for every complex superspace S and every morphism S → N , the fibre product M × N S is a complex superspace. Given any property P of morphisms of complex superspace which is stable under base change (like separated, proper, smooth,étale, surjective), we say that a representable morphism f : M → N of superstacks satisfies property P if for any morphism S → N from a complex superspace, the morphism between complex superspaces M × N S → S satisfies property P.
We will be interested in superstacks M for which every morphism from a complex superspace onto M is representable. This property can be characterized as follows.
Lemma 3.6. Let M be a superstack. Then the following properties are equivalent:
(i) every morphism S → M from a complex superspace is representable; (ii) the diagonal ∆ : M → M × M is representable; (iii) for any complex superspace S and any pair of objects η and η in M(S), the isomorphism functor Isom S (η, η ) is the S-relative functor of points of a complex superspace over S, i.e. there exists a complex superspace I(η, η ) together with a map φ : I(η, η ) → S such that
Proof. The proof of the equivalence of (i) and (ii) is the same as the one of [ACG11, Sec. XII, Lemma 8.1] using that for every morphisms f : S → M and g : T → M we have that
The equivalence of (ii) and (iii) follows from the fact that if we have a morphism S → M × M whose two projections are given by the elements ξ ∈ M(S) and η ∈ M(S), then for every T → S we have (as in [ACG11, Chap. XII, Equ. (8.4)]):
Given any property P of morphisms of complex superspace which is stable under base change (like separated, proper, smooth,étale, surjective), we say that a representable morphism f : M → N of superstacks satisfies property P if for any morphism S → N from a complex superspace, the morphism between complex superspaces M × N S → S satisfies property P.
We are now ready to define (DM) complex superstacks.
Definition 3.7 ((DM) complex superstack). A superstack M is called a complex superstack (resp. a DM(=Deligne-Mumford) complex superstack) if:
(1) the diagonal ∆ : M → M × M is representable and separated; (2) there exists a complex superspace X, and a smooth (resp.étale) surjective morphism X → M, which is called an (resp.étale) atlas. Given a complex superstack M, we say that:
(i) M is smooth if there exists a smooth atlas, or equivalently if any atlas is smooth.
Given a smooth DM complex superstack M, we say that M has dimension p|q if there exists ań etale atlas of M which is smooth of dimension p|q, or equivalently if anyétale atlas M is smooth of dimension p|q.
Note that the definition of dimension for a smooth DM complex superstacks is well posed since if f : X → Y is anétale morphism of complex supermanifolds then the dimension of X is equal to the dimension of Y (this follows directly from the definition ofétale morphisms).
Combining Lemma 3.5 and Lemma 3.6, we get the following remark which will be useful in what follows.
Remark 3.8. Let M be a CFG over S and suppose that for any S ∈ S and any two objects η, η ∈ M(S), the isomorphism functor Isom S (η, η ) is the S-relative functor of points of a complex superspace over S (resp. an S-separated complex superspace). Then condition (2) of Definition 3.3 (resp. condition (1) of Definition 3.7) is satisfied.
The 2-category of complex superstacks, which we will denote by sST, is the full sub 2-category of the 2-category of superstacks (hence also of the 2-category FIB S ) whose objects are complex superstacks (while 1-morphisms and 2-morphisms are the same as the ones of FIB S ). The 2-category of complex superstacks admits fibre products since it is easily checked that the fibre product of two morphisms of complex superstacks (seen as CFG's over S) is a complex superstack. The 2-category of DM complex superstacks, which we will denote by sST DM , is the full sub 2-category of sST whose objects are DM complex superstacks. Similarly, one defines the 2-category ST of complex stacks, and its full sub 2-category ST DM of DM complex stacks.
The superstack X associated to a complex superspace is DM complex superstack since the diagonal ∆ : X → X × X = X × X is representable (being a morphism of complex superspaces) and separated (because this is true for complex spaces) and an atlas for X is just the identity map X → X. Therefore, using the 2-Yoneda lemma, the association X → X is a fully faithful embedding of the category S of complex superspaces into the 2-category sST DM of DM complex superstacks. And similarly, there is a fully faithful embedding of the category S ev of complex spaces into the 2-category ST DM of DM complex stacks. From now on, we will identify a complex (super)space X with its associated DM complex (super)stack X.
The natural inclusion and the the bosonic truncation extend easily from complex (super)spaces to complex (super)stacks.
Proposition 3.9.
(i) The natural inclusion i : FIB Sev → FIB S sends complex (resp. DM, resp. separated, resp. smooth) stacks into complex (resp. DM, resp. separated, resp. smooth) superstacks. (ii) The bosonic truncation (−) bos : FIB S → FIB Sev sends complex (resp. DM, resp. separated, resp. smooth) superstacks into complex (resp. DM, resp. separated, resp. smooth) stacks.
Proof. Part (i): let N be a complex stack and consider i(N ) ∈ FIB S . Note that i(N ) is a superstack by Lemma 3.4(i). Let us show that i(N ) is a complex superstack by checking that conditions (1) and (2) of Definition 3.7 are satisfied. In doing this, we will also prove that i(N ) inherits the same properties (e.g. DM, smoothness, separatedness) of N . In order to prove that condition (1) is satisfied, it is enough to check, according to Remark 3.8, that for any η, η ∈ i(N )(S), the isomorphism functor Isom S (η, η ) is the S-relative functor of an S-separated complex superspace I(η, η ). By the definition of i(N ), the functor Isom S (η, η ) is given by the composition of −/Γ : Hom S (−, S) → Hom Sev (−/Γ, S/Γ) with the isomorphism functor Isom S/Γ (η, η ) between the same objects η and η considered as objects of N (S/Γ) = i(N )(S). Since N is a complex stack, we have that Isom S/Γ (η, η ) is the S/Γ-relative functor of points of an S/Γ-separated complex space I(η, η ). Then the fact that Isom S (η, η ) = Isom S/Γ (η, η ) • −/Γ implies that Isom S (η, η ) is the S-relative functor of points of the S-separated complex space I(η, η ) := S × i(S/Γ) i(I(η, η )), as required. Moreover, notice that if N is separated then I(η, η ) → S/Γ is proper, which implies that I(η, η ) → S is proper (because they have the same underlying topological spaces) and hence that i(N ) is separated.
In order to check condition (2), let Y 0 → N be a smooth (resp.étale) atlas of N . Since i preserve smooth andétale maps (see Remark 2.1), the map i(Y 0 ) → i(N ) is a smooth (resp.étale) atlas, as required. Observe also that if N is smooth, then any such atlas Y 0 is smooth, which implies that i(Y 0 ) is smooth, and hence that i(N ) is smooth as well.
The proof of part (ii) is similar to the proof of part (i) using that the bosonic truncation preserves fiber products,étaleness of morphisms (see Proposition 2.2(i)), smoothness of morphism (see Proposition 2.3), and it does not change the underlying topological spaces. We will only prove that if M is a DM complex superstack then M bos satisfies condition (1) of Definition 3.7, and we will leave the remaining verifications to the reader.
In order to prove that condition (1) is satisfied for M bos , it is enough to check, according to Remark 3.8, that for any η, η ∈ M bos (T ), the isomorphism functor Isom T (η, η ) is the Trelative functor of a T -separated complex superspace I(η, η ). By the definition of M bos , the functor Isom T (η, η ) is given by the composition of i : Hom Sev (−, T ) → Hom S (i(−), i(T )) with the isomorphism functor Isom i(T ) (η, η ) between the same objects η and η considered as objects of M(i(T )) = M bos (T ). Since M is a complex superstack, we have that Isom i(T ) (η, η ) is the i(T )-relative functor of points of a i(T )-separated complex superspace I(η, η ). Then the fact that Isom T (η, η ) = Isom i(T ) (η, η ) • i(−) implies that Isom T (η, η ) is the T -relative functor of points of the T -separated complex space I(η, η ) := i(I(η, η )) bos , as required.
Let us finish this section with the definition of coarse complex superspace of a complex superstack.
Definition 3.10 (Coarse superspace). Let M be a complex superstack. A complex superspace M together with a map p : M → M is a coarse superspace for M if
(1) the map p is bijective on C-valued points; (2) given any other complex superspace Z and a map f : M → Z, the map f factors trough p. When it exists, we will denote the coarse superspace for M (which is unique by property (2)) by |M|.
If M is equal to a complex superspace X, then clearly X itself is its own coarse superspace. In a similar way, we can define the coarse space of a complex stack. A classical result of Keel and Mori [KM97] asserts that any separated DM complex stack admits a coarse space. It would be interesting to extend this result to separated DM complex superstacks.
Complex Supergroupoids.
There is a close relation between complex superstacks and complex supergroupoids, which we are going to explain in this subsection. See also [Ler10] and [Moe02] for some nice surveys on this relation.
Definition 3.11 ((Étale) complex supergroupoids).
A separated smooth (resp.étale) complex supergroupoid, or simply a complex supergroupoid (resp. anétale complex supergroupoid), is the datum of two complex superspaces X 0 and X 1 and two smooth (resp.étale) morphisms s, t : X 1 → X 0 (called source and target) such that (s, t) : X 1 → X 0 × X 0 is separated, together with a unit morphism u : X 0 → X 1 , an inverse morphism ι : X 1 → X 1 and a composition morphism m : X 1s × t X 1 → X 1 satisfying the following relations
where ∆ X0 : X 0 → X 0 × X 0 is the diagonal of X 0 and η X0 : X 0 × X 0 → X 0 × X 0 interchanges the two factors. A complex supergroupoid will be denoted by
Complex supergroupoids form a 2-category, which we will denote by sGR:
• a 1-morphism (or simply a morphism)
is a pair of maps f i : X i → X i , with i = 0, 1, such that the natural compatibility conditions hold:
• a 2-morphism α between two morphisms f = (f 1 , f 0 ), g = (g 1 , g 0 ) : X • → X • as above is a map α : X 0 → X 1 such that (7) s(α(x)) = f 0 (x) and t(α(x)) = g 0 (x) for every x ∈ X 0 , m(g 1 (a), α(s(a))) = m(α(t(a)), f 1 (a)) for every a ∈ X 1 .
The 2-category ofétale complex supergroupoids, which we will denote by sGR et , is the full sub 2-category of sGR whose objects areétale complex supergroupoids. Similarly, one defines the 2-category GR of complex groupoids and its full sub 2-category GR et ofétale complex groupoids.
To any complex (rep.étale) supergroupoid X 1 ⇒ X 0 , we can associate (as in [ACG11, p. 303-304]) a complex (resp. DM) superstack, denoted by [X 1 ⇒ X 0 ], whose fiber over a complex superspace T is given by
where the (inverse) limit runs over all the surjectiveétale morphisms T → T and Hom(T × T T ⇒ T, X 1 ⇒ X 0 ) is the category whose objects consists of pairs (Φ 0 , Φ 1 ) of morphisms Φ 0 : T → X 0 and Φ 1 : T × T T → X 1 satisfying the obvious compatibility relations. It is easily checked that 1 and 2-morphisms of complex supergroupoids induce 1 and 2-morphisms of the associated complex superstacks; hence we get a 2-functor (9)
which sends sGR et into sST DM . Similarly, one defines a 2-functor
Notice that the complex superstacks that are in the image of F comes with a canonical morphism
, which is surjective and smooth (resp.étale if and only if the complex supergroupoid X 1 ⇒ X 0 isétale), i.e. it is an atlas of [X 1 ⇒ X 0 ]. Conversely, given an atlas X 0 → M of a complex superstack M, the fiber product X 1 := X 0 × M X 0 is a complex superspace, the two projections (called source and target) s, t : X 1 → X 0 are smooth (andétale if and only if M is DM) and the composite map (s, t) : X 1 → X 0 × X 0 is separated. Moreover there are the following morphisms: the unit morphism u : X 0 → X 1 (the diagonal), the inverse ι : X 1 → X 1 (which interchanges the two factors) and the composition morphism m :
(which is the projection onto the first and third factor), which satisfy the relations (5). In order words, starting with a complex (resp. DM) superstack and an atlas X 0 → M, we have constructed a complex (resp.étale) supergroupoid X 1 := X 0 × M X 0 ⇒ X 0 , and we have an isomorphism
which is called a supergroupoid presentation of M (clearly it depends on the chosen atlas X 0 → M).
Observe that, given a supergroupoid presentation of M as in (10), we have that M is smooth if and only if X 0 is smooth, and M is separated if and only if (s, t) : X 1 → X 0 × X 0 is proper.
The natural inclusion and the bosonic truncation can be extended from complex (super)stacks to complex (super)groupoids.
Proposition 3.12.
(i) The association 
The proof of part (ii) is similar to the proof of part (i) using that the bosonic truncation preserves fiber products,étaleness of morphisms (see Proposition 2.2(i)), smoothness of morphism (see Proposition 2.3), and it does not change the underlying topological spaces.
Part (iii): the fact that i is 2-fully faithful, i.e. that for any two objects Y • , Y • ∈ GR we have an equivalence of categories i(−) :
, follows from the fact that i defines a fully faithful embedding of S ev into S together with the fact that i preserves fibre products. The fact that i is right adjoint of the functor (−) bos , i.e. that for any X • ∈ sGR and any Y • ∈ GR there is an equivalence of categories Hom
, follows from the fact that i : S ev → S is left adjoint of (−) bos : S → S ev together with the fact that i and (−) bos both preserve fibre products.
The aim of the remaining part of this section is to define the bosonic quotient. We will define it forétale complex supergroupoids and then descent it to DM complex superstacks. In order to do this, we have to study more careful the properties of the 2-functor F : sGR et → sST DM of (9) (and of the analogous 2-functor F ev : GR et → ST DM ). First of all, since every DM complex superstack admits a supergroupoids presentation as in (10), we deduce that the 2-functor F is essentially surjective. However, the 2-functor F is not an equivalence of 2-categories since there are some non-invertible morphisms ofétale complex supergroupoids which become invertible, i.e. equivalences, at the level of DM complex superstacks. Indeed, it turns out that the 2-functor F realizes sST DM as a suitable localization of sGR et , as we are now going to recall.
In [Pro96] (generalizing the construction of [GZ67] for 1 categories), it is explained how to define the localization C[W −1 ] of a 2-category C at a convenient collection of 1-morphisms W , namely those that admit a right calculus of fractions (see [Pro96, Sec. 2.1]). Let us recall that:
• 
The homomorphism U sends 1-morphisms in W into equivalences of C[W 
is an isomorphism of complex (super)spaces. We denote by W (resp. W ev ) the collection of all weak equivalences amongétale complex supergroupoids (resp. groupoids).
Mimic the proof of [Pro96, Sec. where the author deals withétale topological groupoids), one can show that if f ∈ W (resp. f ∈ W ev ) then F(f ) (resp. F ev (f )) is an equivalence of complex supergroupoids (resp. groupoids). Therefore, from the universal property of the localization recalled above, the strict 2-functors F and F ev factors through pseudofunctors of bicategories (11)
Adapting the proof of [Pro96, Sec. 7] for DM algebraic stacks (which is similar to the proof for topological stacks in Sec. 5 of loc. cit. and differentiable stacks in Sec. 6 of loc. cit.), it can be shown that F loc and (F ev ) loc are isomorphism of bicategories.
We have now all the ingredients we need to introduce the bosonic quotient for DM complex superstacks by descending it from the bosonic quotient at the level ofétale complex supergroupoids. In what follows, etalness will play a key role via Lemma 2.4. Theorem 3.13.
(i) The association
defines a 2-functor which is left adjoint to the natural inclusion i :
The bosonic truncation defined above preserves weak equivalences, hence it gives a pseudofunctor
which is left adjoint to the natural inclusion i : ST DM → sST DM . Moreover, a DM complex superstack M is separated if and only if M/Γ is separated.
Note that the bosonic quotient functor does not preserve smoothness (see Remark 2.5). Let us also stress once more that the bosonic truncation introduced in (i) preserves the composition of 1-morphisms and the identities; whereas the bosonic truncation introduced in (ii) preserves the composition of 1-morphisms and identities only up to natural isomorphisms, because we need to pass trough the localization at the weak equivalences. / / s/Γ / / X 0 /Γ , u/Γ, ι/Γ, m/Γ is anétale separated complex groupoid. The map (s/Γ, t/Γ) : X 1 /Γ → X 0 /Γ × X 0 /Γ is separated since the bosonic quotient does not change the underlying topological spaces. The maps s/Γ and t/Γ areétale since the bosonic quotient preserveś etale maps by Proposition 2.2(ii). Therefore, we are left with checking the axioms (5). The last three axioms follow from the fact that the bosonic quotient preserves fiber products as soon as one of the maps isétale, see Lemma 2.4. In order to prove the first three axioms for X 1 /Γ ⇒ X 0 /Γ, we first apply the bosonic quotient functor to the corresponding three axioms for X 1 ⇒ X 0 and we get
Consider the natural map π : (X 0 × X 0 )/Γ → X 0 /Γ × X 0 /Γ introduced in Lemma 2.4. By functoriality, we clearly have that
Post composing with π the relations in (12) and using the identities in (13), we get the desired first three axioms for X 1 /Γ ⇒ X 0 /Γ.
Given a 1-morphism f = (f 1 , f 0 ) : X • → X • , the morphisms f i /Γ : X i /Γ → X i /Γ for i = 0, 1 satisfy the relations (6): the fist four identities are obvious and the last one follows from the fact that X 1s × t X 1 /Γ = X 1 /Γ s/Γ × t/Γ X 1 /Γ, and similarly for X 1 , by Lemma 2.4 which can be applied because s (and also t) areétale. Hence we get a 1-morphism f /Γ := (f 1 /Γ, f 0 /Γ) :
Given a 2-morphism α : X 0 → X 1 between two 1-morphisms f = (f 1 , f 0 ), g = (g 1 , g 0 ) : X • → X • , the morphism α/Γ : X 0 /Γ → X 1 /Γ satisfies the relations (7): the first two identities are obvious and the last one again from follows from the fact that X 1s × t X 1 /Γ = X 1 /Γ s/Γ × t/Γ X 1 /Γ and the similar fact for X 1 . Hence we get a 2-morphism α/Γ : X 0 /Γ → X 1 /Γ between the two 1-morphisms
Finally, the fact that −/Γ is left adjoint of i, i.e. that for any X • ∈ sGR et and any
there is an equivalence of categories Hom
, follows from the fact that −/Γ : S → S ev is left adjoint of i : S ev → S together with the fact that i preserve fibre products and −/Γ preserves fiber products in which at least one of the maps isétale by Lemma 2.4. Part (ii): let us show that the bosonic quotient preserves weak equivalences. Let f = (f 1 , f 0 ) : X • → Y • a weak equivalence ofétale complex supergroupoids. Since f 0 and f 1 areétale, we get that f 0 /Γ and f 1 /Γ areétale by Proposition 2.2(ii). By Lemma 2.4, we have a canonical isomorphism
This implies that s/Γ × f 1 /Γ × t/Γ is equal to (s × f 1 × t)/Γ, and hence that is an isomorphism. We conclude that f /Γ : X • /Γ → Y • /Γ is a weak equivalence ofétale complex groupoids.
Using that the bosonic quotient preserves weak equivalences and the universal property of the localization recalled above, we infer that the bosonic quotient descends to a pseudofunctor
ev ]. Using that the functors F loc and (F ev ) loc of (11) are equivalences of bicategories, we deduce the existence of the required bosonic truncation pseudofunctor
The fact that this bosonic quotient pseudofunctor −/Γ is left adjoint of the natural inclusion i : ST DM → sST DM follows from the analogous statement at the level ofétale complex (super)groupoids, which was proved in (i).
Finally, M = [X 1 ⇒ X 0 ] is separated if and only if (s, t) :
Again because of Lemma 2.4, since π • (s, t)/Γ = (s/Γ, t/Γ) and both the bosonic truncation and the morphism π : (X 0 × X 0 )/Γ → X 0 /Γ × X 0 /Γ do not change the underlying topological spaces, we have that (s, t) : X 1 → X 0 × X 0 is proper if and only if (s/Γ, t/Γ) :
Remark 3.14. It is possible to define a canonical automorphism Γ C on a category fibered in groupoids (C, F). Given an object η, we define Γ(η) as the pull-back of η via the automorphism Γ of the complex superspace F(η). When the category fibered in groupoids comes from a groupoid, then the action of Γ is the natural action on the presentation.
At least in the case of Deligne-Mumford superstacks, one could use a standard argument to define the quotient of C by Γ C , see for instance [Rom05] . However, given an ordinary complex space X, the quotient of the complex superstack i(X) by Γ is not isomorphic isomorphic to i(X): for instance, if X is a point, the quotient is BZ 2 . This means that this sort of bosonic quotient is not the left adjoint of the natural inclusion i from DM complex stacks to DM complex superstacks; in particular, it is different from the definition that we gave above, and we will not discuss it further in this paper.
Susy curves
4.1. The definition. Let us start with the definition of 1|1 curves and susy 2 curves over a fixed complex superspace S.
Definition 4.1.
(1) A 1|1 curve over S is a complex superspace C endowed with a proper smooth morphism π : C → S of relative dimension 1|1. In particular, the fibers of π (over C-points of S) are proper complex supermanifolds whose bosonic truncations are compact Riemann surfaces of a certain genus g, which is called the genus of C. (2) A susy curve (C, D) over S is a 1|1 curve C over S endowed with a rank 0|1 maximally non-integrable distribution D ⊂ T C/S ; maximally non-integrable means that the map
is an isomorphism. In particular, we get an exact sequence of locally free sheaves
We should think to 1|1 (resp. susy) curves over S as a family of 1|1 (resp. susy) curves parametrized by S. For this reason, coordinates on S are sometimes called the moduli of the family; in particular, odd coordinates on S are called the odd moduli of C. Sometimes we denote a susy curve (C, D) just by C.
Given two susy curves (C, D) and (C , D ) over, respectively, S and S , a morphism F : (C, D) → (C , D ) is a commutative diagram of morphisms of complex superspaces
In this way, we get a category of susy curves over S, whose objects are susy curves over S and whose morphisms are morphisms of susy curves. In the special case where (C, D) and (C , D ) are two susy curves over the same base S, we introduce a slightly stronger notion: a morphism F : (C, D) → (C , D ) over S is a commutative diagram as above in which f = id S .
We should often be using the fact (see [DW15, Lemma 3.1]) that locally at every point of a susy curve (C, D) over S we can choose coordinates z and θ (called superconformal coordinates) such that z is a local relative coordinate for the underlying families of Riemann surfaces and the distribution D is locally generated by the odd vector field
Note that, in such coordinates, [D, D] is generated by the even vector field ∂ ∂z .
Given a 1|1 curve C over S, its bosonic truncation C := C bos is a curve over S bos (i.e. a smooth family of compact Riemann surfaces). On the other other hand, the pullback C split := C × S S bos is smooth of relative dimension 1|1 over a bosonic base; hence L := n C split /n 2 C split is a line bundle over C and we have that C split = C L . Following [Cod] , we say that C split is the split model of C (some authors say that C split is obtained by "turning off the odd moduli"). More generally, for any k ≥ 1, we denote by C k the pull-back of C to S (k) : this is a susy curve over the k-th infinitesimal thickening of S bos in S. Note that C 1 = C split .
4.2. Relation with spin curves. Recall that a spin curve (C, L, φ) over a complex (bosonic) space S is a curve C over S, together with a line bundle L on C and an isomorphism φ :
On a spin curve we always have an action of µ 2 , which acts as the identity on C and φ and as −1 on the line bundle L. The following is a reformulation of standard results; here we would like to stress the role of the canonical automorphism Γ.
Proposition 4.2. Let S be an ordinary complex space. There exists an equivalence of categories between spin curves over S and susy curves over S. Under this equivalence, the action of µ 2 is mapped to the canonical automorphism Γ.
Proof. First, we associate a susy curve to a spin curve. Given a spin curve (C, L, φ), we define C to be the split manifold C L . To define locally D, pick a local trivialization θ of L and a local co-ordinate z such that φ(dz) = θ ⊗ θ. Now we let D to be the span of
It is standard to check that this definition makes sense globally and satisfies all the requested properties.
We now do the converse, associating a spin curve to a susy curve. Let C be a susy curve over an even base S. The total space C has odd dimension equal to one, so it is split, and we can write C = C L ; we thus have a curve C and a line bundle L, and to give a spin curve we just need to construct the isomorphism φ. Pick conformal co-ordinates and let v = 
The statement about the automorphism follows because the non trivial element of µ 2 acts as −1 on D. This constructions also identifies morphisms of susy curves with morphisms of spin curves.
In the following, we will denote by C L the susy curve associated to the spin curve (C, L, φ) over a complex space S, according to Proposition 4.2.
4.3. The automorphism group. Let π : C → S be a susy curve and for anyétale map T → S we will denote by C T the pull-back of C to T . We can consider the group Aut S (C)(T ) of automorphisms of C T over T ; this defines a sheaf in groups Aut S (C) over S.
If C is split, we can replace it by a spin curve, and thus Aut S (C) is represented by a finite group over S. To study the general situation, we need to start off from the following preliminary result.
Lemma 4.3. The Lie algebra of Aut S (C) is zero dimensional.
Proof. The question being local on S, we can assume without loss of generality that S is quasiaffine. The Lie algebra L of Aut S (C), is the push-forward π * (G) via π of the sheaf G on C of relative vector fields whose bracket with the susy structure D vanishes. Therefore, the Lemma follows from the fact that π * (G) = 0, which is proved in [LR88, Prop. 2.2]. Let us review the proof for the benefit of the reader. Let G n be the restriction of G to C n . We have a restriction map from G n to G n−1 ; the kernel of this morphism π * n n S /n n+1 S ⊗ G 0 . To prove this statement about the kernel, it is enough to remark that locally G n is generated by elements of the form m(b)η 1 · · · η (f (z, θ)∂ z +g(z, θ)∂ θ ), where ≤ n, η i are odd co-ordinates on S, m(b) is a function on S bos , and f and g are appropriate.
In conclusion, we have an exact sequence of sheaf on C
We know that π * G 0 is the Lie algebra of the automorphism group of a spin curve, so it is trivial. The statement follows by induction on n.
Using the above Lemma, we can now prove the following result.
Proposition 4.4. Let π : C → S be a susy curve, and let ι : C split → C the inclusion associated with ι : S bos → S ; then Aut S (C) is represented by ι * H, where H is a closed subgroup of Aut S bos (C split ).
In particular, Aut S (C) is represented by a finite complex superspace over S.
Proof. Let us show that the kernel of the restriction map ρ : Aut S (C) → ι * Aut S bos (C split ) is trivial. Take g in the kernel of ρ; so g is identity on the topological space and, given vertical coordinates z and θ, we can write g * z = z + δ and g * θ = θ + δ , where δ and δ are in the ideal generated by n S . The ideal n S is nilpotent, so we can take the logarithm and write g * z = exp(v)z and g * θ = exp(w)θ, where now v and w are vector fields in the Lie algebra of Aut S (C). The injectivity now follows from Lemma 4.3.
Let H be the image of ρ; this is a complex subgroup space of Aut S bos (C split ), the latter is a finite complex group space over S, so we conclude that H is a finite complex group space over S. Hence Aut S (C) is represented by a finite complex superspace over S.
Given two susy curves C and C over S, for anyétale map T → S we can look at the set Isom(C T , C T )(T ) consisting of all isomorphisms from C T to C T over T . This defines a sheaf over S. We have the following result.
Proposition 4.5. The sheaf Isom(C, C ) defined above is represented by a finite complex superspace over S.
Proof. We would like to say that Isom(C, C ) is a torsor over Aut S (C ), hence it is isomorphic to the latter; however, Isom(C, C ) does not have to have a section over S, so we argue as follows.
For every complex superspace Tétale over S, we can look at the restriction map
where ι is the inclusion of T bos in T . If two elements f and g have the same image, then
gives an element in the kernel of the restriction map ρ(T ) :
From the previous proof, we know that this kernel is trivial, hence ρ is injective. Recall that, being C split and C split equivalent to spin curves, the sheaf Isom(C split , C split ) is represented by a finite scheme over S bos . Arguing as in Proposition 4.4, we conclude that Isom(C, C ) is represented by a finite complex superspace over S.
Kuranishi family.
We introduce the notion of deformation and Kuranishi family. A pointed complex superspace (S, 0) is a complex superspace S together with a marked point 0.
Definition 4.6 (Deformation). Let C L be a susy curve over a point, and (S, 0) a pointed complex superspace . A deformation of C L over (S, 0) is a susy curve C over S and an isomorphism between C L and the fibre of C over 0.
Definition 4.7 (Kuranishi family). Let C L be a susy curve over a point. A Kuranishi family for C L is a deformation of C L over a base (U, 0) such that for any other deformation C of C L over a base (S, 0) there exists, possibly up to shrinking S, a unique morphism from (S, 0) to (U, 0) such that C is the pull-back of C. 
The moduli superstack and superspace of susy curves
We are now ready to study the moduli superstack of susy curves, using the language introduced in Section 3.
Definition 5.1 (Moduli CFG of genus g susy curves). Let g ≥ 2. The category fibered in groupoids over S of genus g susy curves is the CFG whose objects are susy curves π : C → S over some complex superspace S, whose morphisms are Cartesian diagrams, and whose fibration is the forgetful functor F (π : C → S) = S.
Proposition 4.2 implies that the bosonic truncation (M g ) bos of M g (as in (4)) is the CFG over S ev of genus g spin curves, denoted by S g , whose objects are spin curves (C, L, φ) → S over some complex space S ∈ S ev , whose morphisms are Cartesian diagrams and whose fibration is the forgetful functor F ((C, L, φ) → S) = S. We are going to use the following well-known properties of S g . (i) S g is a smooth and separated DM complex stack of dimension 3g − 3. S g has two connected components: S + g parametrizes respectively even spin curves, i.e. spin curves (C, L, φ) over C such that h 0 (L) is even; S − g parametrizes respectively odd spin curves, i.e. spin curves
(ii) S g has a coarse moduli space S g which is a quasi-projective variety and it does have two connected components S In the next theorem, we show that M g is a complex superstack and we collect its geometric properties.
Theorem 5.3. For any g ≥ 2, M g is a smooth and separated DM complex superstack of dimension 3g − 3|2g − 2 such that (M g ) bos = S g . Moreover, M g has two connected components, denoted by M Proof. Let us prove that M g is a complex superstack by checking the conditions of Definition 3.3 and Definition 3.7.
Condition (2) of Definition 3.3 and condition (1) of Definition 3.7 follow from Remark 3.8 and Proposition 4.5.
Let us now show that condition (1) of Definition 3.3 holds true for M g , i.e. that descent data for susy curves are effective. We are going to use the notation introduced in the definition of descend data. We first pull-back everything to T bos and S bos . Here, we are working on a spin curve, and we already know that descend data are effective, so we obtain a susy curve C split over S bos . To extend it to a susy curve over S, we need to construct just the structure sheaf and the susy structure, because the topological space is already there. The descent data from C give us a open cover of C, and a sheaf and the susy structure on each open set. We use the descent data to glue together these sheaves and get the structure sheaf O C and the susy structure.
Let us finally show that condition (2) of Definition 3.7 holds true for M g , i.e. that M g admits anétale atlas. To this end we use Kuranishi families, whose existence has been proved in Theorem 4.8. Since S g can be covered by a finite disjoint union of Kuranishi families of spin curves, and (M g ) bos = S g , taking a suitable disjoint union X of a finite number Kuranishi families of susy curve, we obtain a complex superspace X with a map towards M g such that X bos is an atlas for S g . Now, the fact that the map from X to M g , which is surjective because the map X bos → S g is surjective, isétale is a formal consequence of the properties of Kuranishi families and Proposition 4.5 (see the proofs of [ACG11, Prop. XII.3.10 and Thm. XII.8.3]).
Since the atlas X is smooth of dimension 3g −3|2g −2 by Theorem 4.8, we get that M g is smooth of dimension 3g − 3|2g − 2. Moreover, since (M g ) bos = S g is separated and it has two connected components S Recall that the moduli stack S g of spin curves is a µ 2 -gerbe. This means that for every object C → S, we have an injection of µ 2 in the group Aut S (C) of automorphisms of C over S, and this is compatible with base change. In this set up, we can construct the rigidification, which is a DM complex stack denoted by S g µ 2 , and the projection π : S 2 → S g µ 2 is a µ 2 -gerbe (see [Rom05] ).
In the case of the moduli superstack M g of susy curves, for every object C → S, the canonical involution Γ C gives an embedding of µ 2 in the group Aut(C) of automorphisms of C, and this is compatible with base change. However, the forgetful functor maps Γ C to Γ S , which, in general, is not equal to Id S ; hence, Γ C does not belong in general to Aut S (C), so that M g is not a µ 2 gerbe. The existence of the automorphism Γ C ∈ Aut(C) can be rephrased by saying that, given a family of susy curves C → S, which is equivalent to giving a map from S to M g , we have an embedding
This "gerbe-like" structure, which, in some broad sense, could be typical of all moduli superstacks of super objects, implies the following proposition. Proof. Recall that a supergroupoid presentation of M is M • = M ⇒ M , where both arrows are the identity. Since the pseudofunctor F loc of (11) is an isomorphism of bicategories, we can pick a supergroupoid presentation X • = X 1 ⇒ X 0 of M g such that φ is induced by a map of groupoids
by definition (see Theorem 3.13(ii)), it is enough to show that f factors through the quotient π = (π 0 , π 1 ) :
To this aim, consider the map γ = Id X0 × Γ X0 : X 0 → X 1 discussed above and the diagonal embedding ∆ : X 0 → X 1 = X 0 × Mg X 0 . Since γ and ∆ are both sections of the source map s : X 1 → X 0 and both the arrows in the presentation of M are the identity, we have that
Similarly, using the above equality and the relations t•∆ = Id X0 and t•γ = Γ X0 where t : X 1 → X 0 is the target map, we get that
This shows that f 0 factors through the quotient π 0 : X 0 → X 0 /Γ. Moreover, using that M bos → M is universal with respect to morphisms from spaces into M , we deduce that f 0 has to factor through the inclusion M bos → M . Since f 1 = f 0 • s (because the target morphism of M • is the identity), this implies that also f 1 has to factor via the inclusion M bos → M . Since the bosonic quotient is left adjoint to the inclusion of spaces into superspaces, we infer that f 1 has to factor via the quotient π 1 : X 1 → X 1 /Γ. We conclude that f factors trough π as required.
This result has the following key corollary. The idea underlying it is that, locally around a point [C], the coarse moduli space of curves looks like a Kuranishi family for C modulo Aut(C), cf [ACG11, Section XII.2]; when C is a susy curve, Aut(C) contains Γ, hence the coarse moduli space is an ordinary non-reduced space.
Corollary 5.5. The coarse superspace M g of M g does exist and it is even, or in other words it is an ordinary complex space. Moreover, M g is also the coarse space of the bosonic quotient M g /Γ.
The complex space M g is not reduced; its reduction (M g ) red is isomorphic to the coarse moduli space S g of genus g spin curves. In particular, M g is separated, and it has two connected components.
Proof. Because of Proposition 5.4, the coarse superspace of M g , if it exists, is equal to the coarse space of M g /Γ; moreover, the map from M g to its coarse superspace factors though the quotient M g → M g /Γ. The stack M g /Γ is an ordinary separated DM complex stack, hence its coarse space exists by [KM97] . We denote this space by M g .
We now focus on the second part of the corollary. The first assertions come from the fact that M g is the coarse space of M g /Γ, an atlas for M g /Γ is X/Γ, where X is a finite union of Kuranishi families (see the proof of Theorem 5.3), and X/Γ is not reduced since X has dimension 3g − 3|2g − 2 and 2g − 2 ≥ 2. To describe (M g ) red , recall that (M g /Γ) red ∼ = (M g ) bos ∼ = S g , hence (M g ) red is the coarse space of S g , which is nothing but S g . A space Z is separated if and only if Z red is separated, cf. [EGA, I.5.5.1 (vi)], hence M g is separated. By the same token, since S g has two connected components, the same is true for M g .
We do not know if M g is quasi-projective; the fact that the underlying reduced space is quasiprojective does not suffice (see [EGA, II.5.3.5] ). We also do not know if M g can be interpreted as a moduli space of some more classical object.
Remark 5.6. There is an analogy between the situation described in Corollary 5.5 and the way the hyperelliptic locus sits inside the moduli stack of curves; hoping to help the reader, we briefly describe it. One can look at the first and second infinitesimal neighborhoods H 1 and H 2 of the hyperelliptic locus inside the moduli stack of genus g ≥ 3 curves. These spaces are non-reduced DM complex stacks. The hyperelliptic involution acts on H 1 and H 2 ; more specifically, it is the identity on the underlying reduced stacks, but acts non-trivially in the normal direction. The associated coarse moduli spaces of H 1 and H 2 are equal to the coarse moduli spaces of their respective quotients by the hyperelliptic involution. In particular, the coarse moduli space of H 1 is the coarse moduli space of hyperelliptic curves, while the coarse moduli space of H 2 is a thickening of the coarse moduli space of hyperelliptic curves. One might think at H 2 with the action of the hyperelliptic involution as a sort of toy model for M g with the action of the canonical involution Γ.
6. Periods of susy curves 6.1. Global period map. In this section we define periods of super symmetric curves and prove some of their properties. We are going to take an Hodge-theoretic approach; the reader can found in [CMSP03, Section 1.2] a nice introduction to period matrices and period map in the classical setting.
Let π : C → S be a susy curve, and π : Lemma 6.1. The line bundle π * Ber(C) is locally free on S when π * L = 0 on S bos ; in this case, its rank is g|0.
From now on, we consider susy curve C such that π * L = 0. As explained in [Wit13, Section 8.1] or [BR99, Section 2.4], we can integrate sections of the Berenzinian line bundle along closed topological 1-cycle in C; moreover, the value of the integral depends just on the homology class of the cycle. This means that to any global section of the Berenzinian line bundle we can associate a cohomology class in H 1 (C, C).
The global sections of Ber(C), because of Lemma 6.1, are even; in other words, they are invariant under the canonical automorphism Γ. Roughly speaking, this means that the integral of a global section of the Berenzinian line bundle along a fixed closed 1-cycle is an even functions on the base S. Let us formalize this idea. Assume that C, as a topological space, is homeomorphic to C × S bos , where C is a fibre. Integration gives a morphism
where H 1 (C, Z) is the singular co-homology of the underlining topological space. In a more general set up, we should write R 1 f * Z rather than H 1 (C, Z).
Riemann bilinear relations hold (see for example [BR99, Section 2.8] and [Wit13, Section 8.2]), so the image is isotropic for the intersection pairing on H 1 (C, Z). Combining this with Lemma 6.1, we learn that the image of the integration map is an isotropic g-dimensional subspace of the 2g
In a more fancy language, this means that we have a morphism P : S/Γ → A g where A g is the classical moduli stack of principally polarized abelian varieties of dimension g. We land in A g because (O S )
Γ is a sheaf of even commutative ring on S bos . Similarly, since the values of the integral is invariant under Γ, the morphism P factors trough the quotient S/Γ.
It is well-known that the image of a split curve is just the Jacobian of the reduced curve; let us write out the computation for the reader convenience.
Lemma 6.2. The period matrix of a split curve C L with h 0 (L) = 0 equals the period matrix of C.
Proof. Fix a symplectic basis A i , B i for the homology of C, let ω 1 , . . . , ω g be the corresponding basis of the holomorphic differentials and τ the period matrix. Let (z α , θ α ) be a conformal atlas for C L . Locally we write
one can check directly that f i (z α )θ α transforms as a section of the Berenzinian. We are using that h 0 (L) = 0 to assume thatω i spans all H 0 (C L , Ber(C L )). Integratingω i along the cycles B j one gets again the period matrix τ .
The morphism P we defined above is functorial; so we have a period map
g is moduli stack of even spin curves. The locus where P is not defined is theta null divisor, which consists of all even spin curves (C, L, φ) such that h 0 (L) > 0. Lemma 6.2 implies that P is an extension of the classical period map. In other words, ( P ) bos on (M + g ) bos maps a spin curve (C, L, φ) to the Jacobian J(C) of C. We can define a slightly more refined version of the period map; namely, we can lift it to a morphism
where N g is the moduli stack of abelian varieties endowed with a symmetric theta divisor. To do this, we first observe that ( P ) bos admits a natural lifting to N g by mapping a spin curve (C, L, φ) to the Jacobian of C endowed with the symmetric theta divisor associated to the spin structure L, i.e. the translation via L −1 of the natural theta divisor Θ C ∈ Pic g (C). The morphism from N g to A g isétale, so the lift of ( P ) bos gives a lift of P . The classical Torelli theorem implies that this new morphism is injective on complex points. This morphism is far from being an embedding, indeed it factors trough the quotient by the canonical automorphism, so we can write
The moduli stack N g admits a coarse space N g , so by the universal properties of the coarse moduli spaces we have a third version of the period map at the level of coarse moduli spaces
6.2. The classical formula. There is a classical formula for the super period map: it was first discovered by D'Hoker and Phong in [DP89] ; their argument has been improved and expanded in [Wit13, Section 8.3 ]. Both the proof and the statement are quite analytic; let us briefly explain their formula.
we work locally on a Kuranishi family for C L . On the base we have 2g − 2 odd coordinates, let us call them η 1 , . . . , η 2g−2 . The local coordinates comes from a basis of the co-tangent space; so the η i are a basis of H 0 (C, K C ⊗ L). After fixing a symplectic basis of the homology of C, we can now consider the period matrix τ = (τ i,j ) as a function on the base. We want to study the Taylor expansion of τ in the odd variables around the point 0 := [C L ]. Being the period matrix an even function, this expansion will look like
modulo functions of order at least 3 in η i . We omit the dependance on the even moduli. The quantity σ (i,j) a,b lives in tangent space to N g at τ (0). In [Wit13, Section 8.3 Formula 8.38], the following formula is proven
In this formula, the f i are a basis of H 1 (C, L ∨ ) Serre-dual to the η i , so they are L −1 -valued (0, 1) forms on C. The ω i are a normalized basis of H 0 (C, K). The kernel S L is the Szegő kernel associated to the spin structure L; we are going to describe it in Section 6.3.3. The p i are the projections on the two factors of C × C. 
which is called the infinitesimal period map at C L .
To start with, let us describe explicitly domain and codomain of d(P/Γ) C L and some background about the Szegő kernel S L associated to L.
6.3.1. First infinitesimal neighborhood of C L in M g /Γ. Thanks to the description of the Kuranishi family for C L given in Theorem 4.8, we know that the tangent space of M g /Γ at [C L ] splits noncanonically into the sum of 2 H 1 (C, L ∨ ) and H 1 (C, T C ). To avoid this non-canonical splitting, we give the following more intrinsic description. Consider the sequence of sheaves on C × C
Taking cohomology we obtain
The anti-invariant part (with respect to the canonical involution on C ×C switching the two factors) of the sequence is
This sequence is dual to sequence 3.11 in [DW13] ; as sequence of sheaves on the moduli of spin curves, it represents the first obstruction to the splitness of the moduli.
6.3.2. First infinitesimal neighborhood of P (C L ) in N g . Since the map N g → A g isétale and the image of P (C L ) in A g is equal to the Jacobian of C by Lemma 6.2, the tangent space T P (C L ) N g is equal to T J(C) A g , which is well-known to be equal to Sym 2 H 1 (C, O).
We want now to describe Sym 2 H 1 (C, O) as a middle term of a canonical short exact sequence which is suitable for the study of periods in the super setting. Let X := C × C, ι the involution which swap the factors, and let ∆ be the diagonal. We consider the short exact sequence
Taking the associated exact sequence in cohomology, the second coboundary map is
The symmetric part with respect to the involution ι is c + 2 : H 1 (C, T C ) → Sym 2 H 1 (C, O).
We now want to compute the Serre dual of the sequence (19). First, we apply the functor Hom(−, O X ); this is not exact, so we obtain a long exact sequence whose non-zero part reads Proof. This follows from the fact that, if the genus of the curve is at least 2, there exists a unique up to a scalar morphism from O(−∆) to O.
Tensoring the exact sequence (20) with the canonical bundle K X = K C K C and using Lemma 6.3, we obtain the exact sequence
which by definition is the Serre dual of (19).
Proposition 6.4. The map c + 2 appearing above is Serre dual to the multiplication map m : Sym 2 H 0 (C, K C ) → H 0 (C, 2K C ).
Proof. The complexes (19) and (21) are Serre dual; since the dimension of X is two, taking cohomology we obtain that c 2 is Serre dual to H 0 (δ 1 ). Taking the symmetric part with respect to the action of ι we obtain the claim.
To summarize, taking the invariant part of the cohomology of the sequence (19) we obtain a sequence Tensoring by L L, we obtain the sequence
Since h 0 (L) = h 1 (L) = 0, we obtain an isomorphism
To pick a normalized generator of H 0 (C × C, L L(∆)) we argue as follows. Since L = K C ⊗ L −1 , taking the residue along the diagonal we obtain an isomorphism
We define the Szegő kernel S L to be the preimage of the identity under the above map Res. Equivalently, it is the preimage of 1 in H 0 (∆, O ∆ ) ∼ = C.
6.3.4. The infinitesimal period map. We are now in position to describe the infinitesimal period map
− sits in the exact sequence (18) while T P (C L ) N g = Sym 2 H 1 (C, O) sits in the exact sequence (22). The infinitesimal period map d(P/Γ) C L is a morphism
which is the identity on H 1 (C, T C ) since it extends the differential of the classical period map P bos : S g → N g . 
which extends the identity on T C .
Proof. This is because h 0 (C × C, L L(∆)) = 1.
Our description of the infinitesimal period map is contained in the following Theorem 6.6. Assume that h 0 (L) = 0. The infinitesimal period map
is the H 2 of the morphism of sheaves on C × C If we were able to prove that, a priori, the infinitesimal period map has to be the push forward of a morphism of sheaves on C × C, then Theorem 6.6 would follow form Lemma 6.5. Unfortunately, we are not able to complete this argument; we claim that Theorem 6.6 is correct because it matches up with the formula described in Section 6.2.
Remark 6.7 (Interpretation in terms of differential forms). Using Dolbeault cohomology, the infinitesimal period map can be described as actual multiplication in term of differential forms on C×C. By [BS, 
Proof. We use the description of the differential of the period map given in Theorem 6.6. Let D be the zero divisor of the Szegő kernel S L ; we have an exact sequence of sheaves on
Remark that F is still supported on D. The period map is obtained by taking cohomology and considering the anti-invariant of the domain and the invariant part of the codomain (because the Szegő kernel S is anti-symmetric); namely we have the exact sequence
Since F is supported on the (one-dimensional) divisor D, we must have that H 2 (C × C, F) = 0, which then gives the surjective of dP as claimed.
Remark 6.9. The infinitesimal period map described above can not be injective for dimensional reasons.
Remark 6.10 (Super Schottky problem). Composing with the projection from N g to the moduli stack of principally polarized abelian varieties A g , we can look at the image of M + g in A g via the period map. This is a schematic thickening of the image of the classical moduli space M g , and it make sense to ask for its description. This should be the super version of the Schottky problem. In genus 4, the image of M + 4 is, up to embedded points, cut out by a power of the classical Schottky form. In view of Theorem 6.8, one needs to take at least the second power.
